
Perhaps you know the person who seems to know everyone and everything, not water cooler talk (business jargon for workplace gossip)

but the genuine connector. You may think of a few people immediately like your local networking group, your mother’s co-worker’s

friend’s ex-wife, your boss, or whomever. Perhaps, you considered your commercial lender at the mid-sized, community local bank? You

must’ve thought of Scott Robertson with Washington Trust Bank. I know I did. 

Scott Robertson has been in banking for twenty-five years, more recently as a Commercial Lender through Washington Trust Bank in

Boise, Idaho. With an undergraduate in sports science, he began a career in banking at twenty years old through an internship at a local

Ohio bank where his friends’ parents worked. He began not with the intention of banking, but throughout his training, he realized he

had a passion for building relationships with various business owners. So, with a move to Boise from Ohio, Scott accepted a position at

Washington Trust Bank because of the old-fashioned relationship banking, but with all the modern tools that banks can offer. Modern

banking means you have a local person, phone number, and relationship with the person handling your money.

In 2020, Scott found himself in the presence of Allison Dunn, owner, and Executive Business Coach of Deliberate Directions, at a Boise

Chamber event. After that event, he knew he needed face time with her. Having prior experience with a business coach, he knew the

value of the partnership and felt that a year into his transition to Boise, his time had come to hire another.

Before contacting Allison, Scott struggled to define his role at work. Wrestling with questions like, did he want something more by

owning his own business? Did being stuck in his career deter him or motivate him to move through the corporate ladder? Is the

corporate ladder something he even wanted to progress through or did he want to manage and develop a small team instead? Through

a small chat over coffee, Scott thought it to be a good idea to hire Allison. Despite having fears about being qualified (i.e., not being a

business owner), Allison and Scott work together to build his skills, strengthen his self-belief, and continue to build a strong mentor and

business relationship. Scott says, “and so far, two years in, she hasn’t fired me, and I haven’t fired myself,” if no one is getting fired,

something must be working!

Whether you are a business owner or leader, Deliberate Directions strives to create abundance through business education. 

For Scott, Allison did just that.
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COACHING 
Scott's significant area of opportunity and growth is his feeling like a worthy coaching client due to him not being a

business owner and not having an immediate team. "Am I the right fit" came up more than once during their earlier

coaching sessions, but now, after two years of working together, Scott has a consistent mentor and stronger self-efficacy.

MENTOR. For Scott, a professional development partner is vital for his success. The role of a Commercial Lender comes

with a lot of responsibility to manage time well, as the position is primarily self-led. With that being the case, there is

generally a deficiency in mentorship. "Frankly, in my current role, I don't have a mentor. I don't have someone who has

time to be that sounding board for me professionally" - Scott Robertson. Scott relies on Allison in this area the most. She

brings a wealth of knowledge and perspective to the table and is wise beyond her years, with various experiences to

reference. While not in the same industry, Allison helps guide Scott through his role's many self-started projects and

aspirations. 

SELF-BELIEF. Recently, as I've had the opportunity to step into a new career path, I often catch myself sharing disqualifying

statements that convey "I'm not good enough." So, when Scott shared this same concern, it completely resonated with me.

"My challenge is that I need to think of myself more like a business owner," says Scott Robertson, "I don't have the same

concerns that a business owner has, but I feel like I own my own business, but as a one-man band." As evidenced by their

continual working and profitable relationship, Allison couldn't feel further from that. There is value in being in a position

where you can determine how successful you will be. Having someone to cheer you on and lead you in the right direction

has been Scott's golden ticket.
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Scott Robertson has over 20 years of experience handling many high-profile portfolios for various business industries.

Scott values the relationship-centric approach with his clients in a more progressive society, working closely with them to

understand their goals and create financial strategies. With his many years in the field and in diverse roles, Scott uses his

experience to provide tailored, thoughtful advice to business owners. 
 

CLIENT INTRODUCTION 

Here is an insight into Deliberate Direction's Business and Executive Coaching featuring Scott Robertson with Washington
Trust Bank.

 



Scott describes Allison as "authentic, heartfelt, and genuine." Allison is polished and slightly intimidating at first;

however, a good friendship and business relationship have evolved over the years. He appreciates her candidness, as

he never has to guess where they stand. As Deliberate Directions grows, Scott has found value in the various add-ons

the company has. "Personal relationship is the most important part of it. But I do like the book forum, and some of

those add-on offerings are pretty awesome; the 90-Day Planning and the Deliberate Leader's podcast." – Scott

Robertson. 

Each month, Scott comes to Allison and has sounding boards, a mentor, an encourager, and a friend to help guide him

through what he wants for his career. However, barriers to coaching do exist. Anything from if you don't think you are

the right client, have enough topics to cover, specific situations pulling you down, or if you desire to be better in what

you do and rise to the top as a well-rounded and respected leader. Executive coaching is the answer for you. Schedule

a free strategy session today!

WHY ALLISON DUNN?

Scott's struggles to define his career began while he was in Ohio. Ten years ago, that bank decided to open a branch in
another city. Scott felt like he was moving forward in his career by accepting the new position and moving to
Tallahassee. However, many years later, the work hadn't taken off like the company intended, forcing him to move
back to Ohio to the same prior position. This lateral move left him feeling right back where he was and further behind.
So, while Scott loved how his job allowed him the pleasures of connecting with businesses in the area, the failed
project resulted in resentment and frustration for the company. So now, with a different bank and a new state, he can
either stay stagnant or become mobile.

STAGNOT. While all the questions constantly peruse through his mind about the what-ifs of the job market, nothing
has landed except "how do I find more opportunities where I am at?". As Scott has owned this mindset with Allison as
his mentor figure, he has been able to seek new opportunities within his current role. "I've definitely been able to take
more responsibility in my current role that I like." – Scott Robertson. By looking for opportunities within his reach, and
sometimes further, he demonstrates that he is worthy of additional responsibility and hopefully promotion at some
point. With this new confidence, Scott is putting on events, speaking life into his team by leading team meetings, and
trying to find any way to stand out from the crowd. 

OUTSTANDING IMPACT
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